
CALIBRE heuer 02 cosc flyback

TAG HEUER  MONZA



A MODERN REINTERPRETATION 


OF A TIMELESS CLASSIC

A timepiece that expresses true boldness, confidence, and 

the love of speed. For the pro or amateur driver who is not 

afraid of taking risks, the TAG Heuer Monza Calibre Heuer 02 

COSC Flyback is a collector’s piece that expertly ties in 

decades of noble racing heritage with daring contemporary 

design and cutting-edge engineering.



Super-LumiNova®

The blue lacquered indexes and black and white 

lacquered hours and minutes hands are applied with 

Super-LumiNova® for optimal legibility in low light.


BRACELET

The black textile strap with blue stitching contrast 

elegantly with the black dial and case.

CASEBACK

Delivering high precision and high performance 

timekeeping the TAG Heuer Monza is powered by the 

in-house Calibre Heuer 02 Flyback, a chronograph 

movement with COSC certification. The 42mm case is 

made of ultra-lightweight and resistant carbon for 

the 1st time in the collection.

DIAL

Its striking black dial features a singular bi-compax 

layout with a translucent fumeée blue sapphire 

crystal chronograph counter at 3 and the permanent 

second at 6 o’clock. The unique skeletonized dial 

reveals the movement underneath and echoes the 

piece’s mechanical roots.

MADE FOR PRECISION

The notable advantage of a flyback function is the 

ability to reset the chronograph without stopping it, 

using the black DLC steel pushbuttons. Such a 

feature was only available on the TAG Heuer Autavia 

in the contemporary collection until now and allows 

for even faster and more accurate timekeeping.

KEY FEATURES



A RACING MACHINE ON THE WRIST

The watch offers three functions that are essential to a 

racing driver in action: a chronograph, a tachymeter scale


which indicates average speed on a specific distance, as 

well as a pulsometer, which helps determine one’s heart


rate per minute.



KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT

TAG Heuer Calibre Heuer 02 COSC 

Flyback

FUNCTIONS

Hours, minutes, seconds, date, 

chronograph, tachymeter, pulsometer


CASE

Carbon case and fixed bezel


Domed sapphire crystal with double anti-

reflective treatment


Black PVD titanium grade 5 screw-down 

case back


DIAL

Black fine-brushed dial


Blue applied indexes and black and white, 

hour and minute hands, both with off-white 

Super-Luminova®


9 o’clock angled date

SIZE

42 mm

WATER RESISTANCE

100 m

BRACELET

Black textile strap with blue stitching


Carbon folding clasp with double 

safety push buttons

REFERENCE

CR5090.fn6001
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